Franchising Law Suite
Now Available on Cheetah™
Wolters Kluwer provides authoritative, accurate, and timely analysis to support your practice needs. Confidently advise
clients with our:
n Expert analysis and authoritative content: Our Franchising Law Suite provides comprehensive coverage of all
laws and regulations related to franchising and distribution as well as more than 5,000 court and agency decisions.
Included in this suite is the Business Franchise Guide. Long considered the “Bible” of franchising law, this resource
covers regulatory, legislative, and judicial developments affecting franchising. Additionally, in Franchise Regulation and
Damages, Bruce Schaeffer provides clear, concise damages analysis for when litigation ensues.
n Practice tools: Smart Charts give practitioners the ability to do preliminary research and compare jurisdictions in easyto-read charts that provide detailed summaries and links for further analysis.
n Current awareness: Antitrust Law Daily brings you all the latest developments in antitrust, competition, consumer
protection, and franchising law.

Antitrust Law Daily
Provides same day reporting and analysis of breaking antitrust
and competition law news plus the latest rulemaking,
enforcement, litigation, and other FTC activity. Wolters
Kluwer attorneys and editors distill, analyze, and organize this
information to highlight what antitrust practitioners need
to know on a daily basis. Summaries include links to the full
text of cited documents to help attorneys make the transition
from news of developments into legal research.

Business Franchise Guide
This is the only comprehensive resource for federal and
state franchise and distribution laws, regulations, uniform
franchise disclosure formats, and full-text court decisions.
Disclosure/registration and relationship/termination law of
general application appear in full text, and special industry
laws (motor vehicles, gasoline, beer and wine, etc.) appear
in summary form. Access a unique collection of more than
5,000 court and administrative decisions that are invaluable
to litigators and form the basis of franchising law. The
explanations and analysis provided in the Guide walk you
through the legal considerations associated with business
franchising and present the law in easy-to-understand
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language. The Guide also includes a section on international
laws and regulations, which compiles the franchise laws and
regulations enacted in 18 jurisdictions.

Franchise Regulation and Damages
The late Byron Fox, Bruce Schaeffer

Written for all professionals who need to confront damage
computation, valuation, and the effective use of expert
testimony, Franchise Regulation and Damages provides
straightforward, concise explanations while eliminating the
fears associated with the mathematical rigors of how damages
are measured and how franchise businesses are valued. Franchise
Regulation and Damages also provides clarity on marketing
franchises, territorial disputes, termination and renewal, pricing
and product distribution, mergers of franchise companies,
valuation of the franchise, and damages for future royalties.

Franchise Smart Charts
Our Franchise Smart Charts are a key jurisdictional comparison
tool addressing state laws, state fees, and special industries
such as motor vehicles, alcoholic beverages, and gasoline, and
international laws and regulations.

